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Abstract:

In this talk we explore the current state, and likely evolution, of systems to manage and
analyze the vast amounts of digitized data we collect from the real world. We begin by
taking a look at a prototypical Hadoop-based storage-centric Big Data system, and we
discuss some ways in which such a system can be improved by leveraging heterogeneous
compute and the changing ratios between HDD-based storage and networking costs. We
make some observations about the similarities and differences between the typical analytics
infrastructure and how it is likely to evolve and computational models for simulation-based
HPC and illustrate some of the weaknesses of the Hadoop computing paradigm. Next we
look at in-memory Big Data ( Redis and Spark ) and explore how such systems can also be
made more cost-effective by leveraging heterogeneous elements in combination with high-
IOP non-volatile memory. We explore the "Netezza" data warehouse appliance, and we
show how its fundamental architecture of near-data compute can likely be extended to
include analytics of unstructured data and data organized as graphs. Throughout the talk we
use technologies from the OpenPOWER consortium to make our points concrete, and we
also use gene sequencing as a concrete example of a Big Data application that can benefit
from the proposed improvements. Besides sharing my perspective on systems for Big Data
and Analytics I hope to convince my audience that in spite of the concerns about
semiconductor technology scaling, there are many system enhancements coming our way
that have significant potential benefit, but that will also require very active involvement of
the software community to efficiently leverage.
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